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by a path of k or less neighboring vertices. The wall known d-step (or Hirsch) 

conjecture for d dimensional polytopes with n facets states that the maximum 

diameter is 

n - d < 5 . 

Walkup and Klee showed the conjecture as correct for all 

In an effort to extend the results, the authors of this paper 

abstract (In the form of three simple axioms) some of the combinatorial properties 

of ordinary polytopes and show that these are sufficient to establish the maximum 

diameter is n - d for all n - d <:5   and a variety of bounds for other 

values of n and d .  Abstract polytopes are a special class of pseudo 

manifolds. The results provide insight into the.number of Iterations required to 

solve a linear program using the simplex method. 
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MAXIMUM DIAMETER OF ABSTRACT POLYTOPES 

by 

Ilan Adler and George B. Dantzlg 

1. Abstract polytope—definition and notation. 

Given a finite set T of symbols, a family P of subsets of T 

(called vertices) forms a d-dimensional abstract polytop« If the following 

three axioms are satisfied: 

(i) Every vertex of P has cardinality d. 

(ii) Any subset of d-1 symbols of T is either contained in no 

vertices of P or In exactly two (called neighbors or 

adjacent), 

(ill) Given any pair of vertices v, v e P, there exists a sequence 

of vertices v = v., ... ; \ m V   8Ucli t1161* 

(a) v., v , are neighbors (1 = 0, ... ,  k-l) 

(b) (v n v) c Vj  (1 = 0, ... , k). 

It is convenient to delete from T all symbols that are not used 

to define vertices. Hence we denote UP = {Uv|v e P}. 

Let u be a subset of  P such that |u| = k (|u| denotes the 

cardinality of u). If P' = (v € P|v3 u) is nonempty we say that P1 

is the face of P which Is generated b^; u and denote it by Pp(u) or simply 

P(u) if the abstract polytope P is clear. It 1J not difficult to verify 

that the family {v-u|v € Fp(u))  of subsets obtained by deleting u from 

each vertex of such a face is a (d-k)-dlmenslonal abstract polytope. In 

the sequel we shall use this property of faces extensively. Whenever we 

mention a face as an abstract polytope, it is to be understood that the deleting 
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2, 

of common symbols has been perfomed. Since F (u) corresponds to a (d-k)- 

dlmensional abstract polytope ne aay that It Is a (d-k)-dimensional face of P* 

Zero, one and d-1 dimensional faces are called, respectively# vertices« edges, 

and facets. 

A d-dimenslonal abstract polytope with n facets Is called an (n,d)- 

abstraet polytope- (üfote that a = JUPJ.) We denote by ür(n,d) the class 

of all (n,d)-abstract polytopes. 

The graph G(P) of an abstract polytope P is the graph whose vertices 

and edges correspond 1-1 to the vertices and edges of P, respectively« 

Note that axiom (ill) is satisfied by P If, and only if, the graph 

of every face of P Is connected, and that if we augment P by Including all 

subsets of the vertices of P, then axioms (i)-(lll)(a) define a (d-l)-dimensional 

pseudo-manifold (with no boundary). 

2. Relation between abstract and simple polytopes. 

Abstract polytopes are (combinatorially) closely related to simple poly- 

topes. A simple polytope can be expressed as the set of solutions of a bounded 

and non-degenerate linear program [k]. Suppose the latter consists of m 

equations, in n non-negative variables whose coefficient matrix is of 

rank m. One can associate n symbols with the index set of the n columns 

of the coefficient matrix. Then the family of subsets of symbols which 

correspond to the non-basic columns of all the basic feasible solutions (i.e., 

vertices) of the linear program forms an (n,d)-abstract polytope where d ■ n-m. 
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This is true because any feasible solution is defined uniquely by the subset 

of d = n-m non-basic variables set to zero (axiom (i)). Given a basic 

feasible solution, a new basic solution can be obtained by dropping any one 

of the d non-basic variables. Exactly one of the basic variables can be 

set equal to zero in its place (under non-degeneracy and boundness). This 

generates a neighboring vertex (axiom (ii)). Given any two vertices v 

and v, then by restricting ourselves to the lowest dimensional face common 

to v and v (i.e., holding at zero value the subset of non-basic variables 

common to the two vertices), a path of neighboring vertices from, v to v 

can be found (e.g., by using the simplex method and a suitably chosen objective 

function) (axiom (ill). 

Although the class of abstract polytopes includes (combinatorially) 

that of simple polytopes the converse Is not true. Indeed by a theorem of 

Stein!tz (see [2]) the graph of every J-dlmenslonal abstract polytope is 

planar. However, the graph of the 3-dlmen8ional abstract polytope displayed 

in Figure 2 Is easily shown to be non-planar. Hence no simple polytope can 

have the graph structure of this particular abstract polytope. 

5, Paths and diameters. 

Let P be an abstract polytope and let v, v e P. A path of length k 

from v to v In P is a sequence of vertices v = v., ... , v. = v sufch 

that v.; v   are neighbors (l =0, ... , k-l). (Note that vertices of the 

path are not required to be in F (v D v).) The  diameter ö(p) of P is 

the smallest Integer k such that any two vertices of P can be Joined by 
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a path of length less than or equal to   k.   We denote hy   ^(n^d)   the maximum 

of   8(P)   over all   (n^d)-abstract polytopes.   This corresponds to Klee and 

Walkup's   ^(n^d)   for ordinary simple polytopes [1].    In general, of course, 

Aa(n,d) ^tad). 

Our main objective Is to establish values and bounds for   A (n,d). 

We shall shov In particular that the unsolved d-step (or Hirsch) conjecture 

(that   A (n,d) < n-d)   holds for   n-d < 5   thus parelleling results of Klee and 

Walkup [1] for ordinary polytopes.    Our arguments, however, are based on fever 

axioms and imply theirs as a special case. 

k.    Some preliminary results. 

We shall make frequent use of the following theorem: 

Theorem 1.    (Adler, Dantzig, Murty [j])     Given an abstract polytope   P, If 

two vertices   v, v   in   P   do not have a symbol (say   A) in conmon then there 

exists an "A—avoiding path" Joining them; i.e., there exists a path from 

v   to   v   such that no vertex along the path contains   A. 

The next Theorem is the analog of a result   of Klee and Walkup In [1]. 

The proof here is similar. 

Theorem 2.    For   k = 0, 1, 2,   ... 

(l)    A (n,d) < A (n+k, d+k) 

(11)   Aa(n>d) < Aa(n-*,d) 

(ill)    A (n,d) < A (n*2k, d+k) - k. 

(lv)    Aa(2d,d) - ^(d+k, k), k > d. 
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Proof.   We shall prove (i)-(lil) for  k - 1« the extension to   k > 1 

is trivial. 

Let   P   be an (n,d)-abstrsct polytope such that   8(P) « A (n,d). 

(l)   Let   AeUF   and let   A* j^uP   be a new aymbol, define   P' 

as an abstract polytope Identical vlth   P   except the symbol   A*    replaces A. 

Define   P   as a new abstract polytope with vertices   v UA'   and   v'U A   for 

all   v € P   and all   v' e Pf. 

it is easy to verify that   P   is an (n+l,d+l)-abstract polytope with 

a diameter at least as big as   6(P), thus 

Aa(n,d) « 6(P) < B(P) < Aft(n+1, d+l) 

(ii) Let A1 /UP be a new symbol and v' 6 P. Let v,, ... , v. be 
d 

the d subsets of v' with cardinality d-1. Define P = (P-v*) U U (v.UA'), 
i«l 

It is obvious that   P e J^n+^d)    (i.e., P   is an (n+l1d)-ab8tract polytope) 

and that   8(P) > 8(p), hence 

A (n+1, d) >8(P) > Ö(P) » Aa(n,d). 

(iil)    Let   A^/uP   (1 » 1,2)    be distinct new symbols.    Define 

Pj » ({vU A^lv e P), i » 1,2.    Then   Pj^ U Pg £   ]*{*■&, d+l)    and 

(S^U Pg) • 8(P) + I«   So 

Aa(n42, d+l) - 1 > Si^ u P2) - 1 - 8(P) - Aa(n,d)  . 
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(±r)   ilet   iP e  J*(d4k, k) (k > d)   «here  «(Spi) - ^(af*fc, k).   CSiooge 

y, y e P   so that the shortert path fron   v   to   v   has length   6(F)-.   Con- 

Bider the face   P'-PJ(vni;|   of   P   vhleh oorresponds 1-1 to a'(a^k'y k'1)- 

abstract polytope (vhere  k" » k - i| v n t| < d).   Since   P' c p, the length 

of the shortest path from   v   to   v   in   P*   Is at least as large as   ö(P). 

Hence 

Aji&-tk'\ k'^td^'i) >8(r) -^(d-rtt, k) . 

Hovever hy (l) (since   d-ft > 2d > d+k')) 

A (d+k, k) > A (2d,d) > A (d4k,, k'V) 

Hence 

^(d*, k) - Aa(2d,d) for   k > d. 0 
We shall make frequent use of the notion of a "shell" bordering a set 

of vertices of an abstract polytope« Let P be an abstract polytope and 

let Z c p. A vertex v of P belongs to the 1-th shell ld(Z) of Z In 

F If, and only If 1 Is the minimum length of all of the paths In P 

Joining v to the various vertices of Z. Die o-shell of Z i« Z Itself. 

The 1-shell of Z   is the set of vertices which are adjacent to but not in Z. 

In general 

4(Z) - H^u'1 1$Z)) • 
J=l 

For simplicity, the l-shell of   Z   in   P   will also be denoted by   Hp(Z) 

or simply   N(Z)   if   P   is clear. 
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Baeorem 3 telow will be used (in section 3} to establish the values 

of     A (n,2) and the values of A (n,d) for all n, d such that 

n-d < 5« 

Theorem 3. Given P e J^(2d,d) (i.e., P is a (2d,d)-abstract polytope)and 

v , ^0 
e p fv^ 'tha't v

0> ^0 partition UP. Let (v0, v , ... , v ) and 

(v0> v., ... , v_) be two paths in P vith the property |v. 0 v.| ■ i+J, 

then such paths exist for 

(i) d>l, k=0, kal where v, is any given vertex in N_(v0). 

(ii) d > 2, k = 1, k = 1 where v. is any given vertex in N_(v0). 

(ill) d>3, k = 2, k = l where v, is any given vertex in Np(v0). 

(iv) d > ^ k = 2, k » 2. 

Proof. (Except part (iv) for d > 5.) 

Let v^, = {A., ... , A,), vrt = [Ä., ... , AJ partition P. The ui a.       v x a 

symbols v^^, v. where used below satisfy |v n v | = 1+J or will be shown 

to do so. 

(i) Obvious by the second axiom of abstract polytopes. 

(li) By (i), v. e N(v ) implies that |v Ov | = 1. Relable so that 

v, = {A,, A., ... , Äd_1).  Note that A^ <^ {v0 U v1). By Hheorem 1 there 

exists an Ä,-avoiding path between v  and v  in F(v n v.) (i.e., all 

the vertices of that path contain v. n v.. = A. but do not contain A.). 
u   i  1 a 

Let v, be the neighbor of vrt in this path. Since k, d v.,  v. must 
x u 0 ' 1  1 

contain, for d > 2, one symbol different from those in vrt U A.. Hence, 
— 0  a 

since Aj^c v^ 1^ nvj =2. 



(111) Let v, e NCYJ then l)y (ll) there exlete a vertex ^ « H(T0) 

such that |v1 n ^1 - 2. By relabeling let Tj^ » {A^ ... , Ad-1, kj, 

y.  - (A^ JL, ... , Äd-1). Define P '- F(v1 n v^" and V - H(T0) n P'. 

Note that W is the set of all verticee of H(v0) lAich cwrtain "both 

A, and A.. 

By Olieorem 1 there exists an kg- avoiding path from y^   to Y. In 

F1. Let v- he a vertex of this path vhich belongs to N i(W) (such 

vertex exists because v, e W vtile   v^ / W for d > j). But Vg contains 

(A,/ Ä,) and one symbol out of Äg, ... , ^i T» hence |v9 n v*| »3. 

(iv) (d = U) By (ill) there exists ^ €. N(v0) and Vg € H2^) 

such that I Vg 0 v. | = 3* Since d. = h,  the second axiom of abstract 

polyfopes impliea that Vg iß a neighbor of v.. ThvtB letting Vg » Vg 

completes the proof for this case. n 

Bart (iv) for d = 5 vlll be established in stages via Theorems h 

and 5 and for d > 6 via Ihoorems 6 and 7« 

Iheorem k.   Given P e P(2d,d) (where d > 4) and vertices v0; v., v0 € P 

satisfying {^  n vj = 1+J and v^, v^ € ^(VQ) satisfying jv^ v^ n Vg| «3 

then there exist Vg e n (O such that |vg n Vg| = U vhere either Vg • v' 

or Vg « Vg. 
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Proof t   B/ relabeling for   d > U   we aia assximlng 

v0 " ^Al'  '" ' V;   ^0 " ^1*  *" ' ^d^   rt* ^Al'  '*' ' Ad-1' ^1^ 

Vg " U]/ Ag* ^i ••• i ^d) " ^ÄJ; 

^2 ' ^1' V Äl' ••• ' Äd) "tV ^i1 (2 ^ 1' J' k' 4 ^ d) 

«here   lf J, k, 1   are all distinct or   1 « k   and   lf J# i   are distinct. 

Hote that   ^ n v^ nVg1 - {A^ Ag, Lj. 

By theorem 1 there exists an   Ä.-1-avoiding path from   v.   to   vi 

in   P' - F{y1 n vp.   Let   Z « ir(v0) 0 P*.   Since   TL « £, uhlle   v^ / Z, 

this path Intersects   Npt(z), say at   Vg.    Note that   v   e Kp,(Z) c lC(v0)* 

?y definition, all the vertices of   P1 « FCv, n v')   contain   the 

symbols   A,, Ag   and   £.   and   v-   contains also some   A0 e (ÄJt e [S,  ... , d], 

t / 1).   But, either   vi   or   v"   must contain   Ä .   Hence either   v« ■ v'   or 

Vg - Vg   satisfies     |vg n Vg] » ^. g 

'.Theorem 5.    Let   P   € jr(l0,5)   and let   (v0, V^^, Vg); (v0, v1)   be paths 

in   P   satisfying    |v1 n vj = 1+J.    Define   P' « PCvj^ n Vj^), W - N(v0) n P* 

and   W ■ N(v0) D P*.   Then either there e^dsts a path of length 3 connecting 

a vertex in   W   to a vertex In   W   or; 

(a)   F(vg (1 v1)   Is (by relabeling) the 7-vertex 2-dlmenslonal abstract 

polytope given In Figure 1. 
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[ 
(A^AgiÄ'pAg^Äj) - lAjyAj^AjiAg^Ajj) - {A1,A^,A1^Ag>A-) 

Figure 1 

(b) FCvj^ n v.) Is (liy relabeling) the 35-dimensional abstract polytope given 

In Figure 2 (note that the graph of F^ n y.) Is non-planar). 

Proof; Assume (by relabeling if necessary)' that 

v0 - i\f  ••• » Ad), Vj^ » (A^ ... , Ad-;L, Aj^), v2 « (Aj^y ... « A^g, J^, Äg), 

v0 - {A^ ... , id), ^ ■ {A^ Ä^ ... , ^d-1J» 

(a) Since |v2 n v | « 3, p" ■ F(V2 n r.) corresponds 1-1 toan(n,2)-abstract 

polytope with 5 < n < 7- It Is e^sy to show that erery (nr2)-abstxmet 

polytope Q has exactly n vertices and that every symbol of UQ Is 

contained by two adjacent vertices of Q. Furthannore, the graph of Q 

forms a simple cycle. We shall consider three cases. 

(al) |P"| < 5. Obviously there exists a path of length less than or equal to 

3 Joining v, in W to v, in fl. 

(a2) IP"! - 6. In this case P" has the form: 

v2 - ^»Ag^^A^Äg) y (AJL^^X,!J - T, 
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Since A., Ä. and A- are contained by all the vertices of P", 

and v2 U v^ » ik^^k tl^^l-,^), one of the remaining «ynibols 

\f Ac or Ä5 Is contained by the two adjacisnt vertices vi,  v£ and 

another by v", vj. Ilut if A^ Is contained by v', Vj[ (or v", vj) 

then v' (or v") is i\ neighbor of v.. If t.   is contained by 
5     5 J-     5 

v', v^ (or v^ vj) then v^ (or vj) is a menber of fl. In both 

cases there exists a path of length 3 from a member of V to a 

member of W. 

^2 a  'AjjAgjA ,A^;AgJ [k^fk-fk^fk-fk^j  ■ V, 

v"—v," 

Using the same arguments as in (a2) ve see that if every path from a 

member of V to a member of W has a length of at least h then 

v', Vjl must contain Ä^ Vj!> vl   must contain AK and Vy v^ 

must contain A_. Thus P" has the form of Figure 1 except for 

possible Interchange of symbols A- vlth A  and Ä_ vith Ä. . 

(b)  Suppose very path in P' Joining a member of V to a member of V 

has a length larger than 3* So P" has the form given in Figure 1. 

Let us denote v« ■ (A-^A. ,Ä.|Ä.,Ä ) ve can apply now the above 

analysis to the face F(v1 n v2) vhere ve replace the symbols 
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(A^AgiAyA^Aj)    above by   [k^lyl^K^Kj, and   [l^K^Kyl^Kj 

lay   (A^A^AgjAyAc)    respectively.    Dms   ¥{^0 y2)   has the follovrlng 

form (with the possible Interchanging of   Ag/A     and   Ag, Ä-): 

. lA^AyA^^A^^Aci-lA^^A^jA^AgjA^J-lA^A^A^Ag^A,]    ^ Tg 

v]L ■ (Aj^^Ag^Aj^^^Äj^) 

' A^yAg, A^,A^,A^J - lA^Aj^AcjAjyA^J - IA^,A^A_, A^^A, J 

Note that Interchanging   Ä-/.A,   is not possible since   (A^Aj^A^Ag^J 

Is forced as a neighbor of   v«   because It already exists as a vertex 

of   FCvgO v^ 

We now let   v' = (A.^Ag^A. »Äj^^Ä.)    and apply the argument of (a) 

on   FCv^n^).    Since    (A^A^Ä^Äg^) € F(Vg n v^    and   {A^A^A^A^A^) 

e F(v1ri Vg)    we get a unique form for   F(v' D y,)   as follows: 

Vg - r{A1,Ag,Aj+,Ä1,Ä^)-{A1,A^,A5,Ä1,A^)-{Ai;A5>51,Äg,Älf) 

lA^^AgjA^^A^^A-j-iA^^A^^A^^A^jA-i-lA^^A^^A^^A-^A^j 

\ 

/ 

[k^k^k^A yk^]^ 

If we would have interchange   Ag   with   A     in   F(vin Vg)   then we would 

have   {A^Ag^A^Sj^A^)  e F(72 n v1)   and    [k^k^k^k^k,.) e F(v1nvg)c P 

but     {A1,Ag,Ä1,Äg,Ä } € F(vg fl v-J c I'.    So axiom (il) of abstract polytopes 

would have been violated since   (A^Ag^^A,.)    is contained by J vertices of P. 
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Hence, we can conclude that Ag Is not interchangable vltfa A 

In F(v1 fl Vg) (i.e.| the structure of this Awe which Is given above 

Is the only structure which Is compatible with F(v2 D v ) given In (a) 

and the assumption that no ptvth of length less than k Joined a member of 

V to a member of W). 

Finally, letting Vg » {A^A jÄ^Ä-Xj, considering F(v1 H yi) 

and applying (a) (notice that (A^A jA^Ä^Äg); (AJ^^JAy^Xg); 

{A1>A,,A^;Ä1,Ä5) and {A^AyÄ^Ä^ÄJ belong to F(v1 fl Vg)) we get that, 

the form of F(v1 n v') Is.necessarily as followsi 

IA^,A_,A^,A^,A^J- IA^,A_,Ä^,Ä^,Ä_J - IA. ,A_,A. |A_,A.) 

vi ' tAi>k2>AyAk>hK 

^k2m*
A2,  3' I'e        1*  i*  5* lfA2        1*^1*  5* 1'^V 

Collecting all the vertices of the four 2-dlmenslonal faces considered 

above It Is not difficult to verify that they form a J-dlmenslonal abstract 

polytope which has the structure described In Figure 2. 
D 

Remark. Klee and Walkup [1] name the property that every path from a member 

of W to a member of W has a length of at most 3, as "Property A". They 

show that every J-dlmenslonal simple polytope with 8 facets satisfies 

property A. We have shown that all ^-dimensional abstract polytopes with 

8 facets also satisfy property A except one, namely the one with utructure 

given In Figure 2. 

v, 2 

gtOilWM-.' ■*»*■ —- - 
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Proof of Pxeorem 5« Itot (iv) for d « 5; It i« obvloue that (iv) 

hold» if and only if there existB a path of length 5 fron v. to v., i.e., 

if, and only if, there exists a path of length 3 from a neighbor of v. to 

a neighbor of v.. 

Suppose (iv) does not hold, then hy Theorem 5-h every J-dlmensional 

face of P vhich is generated by a member of N(v0) and a member of H(v0) 

has the structure of Figure 2 after relabeling. In particular let 

vl " tAi'VV^'^' v2 = (kl»*2i*y\>ty * \ " i^i^i^^V^   and 

P' « F(v1 n v.) has the form of Figure 2. Consider v. = {A^A^AyAj^A,-) 

and its incident edge generated by (A^A ,A. ,A ). The other vertex 

incident to this edge cannot be {A1,A,,A. ,Ac,Ä.) where i « 1,2,3,4 since 

this would imply that there is a path of length 5 from v- to v0 via that 

edge and one of the following four vertices of P1: 

{A1,A5,A5,Ä1,Ä3] j [k^k^kyÄ^kj]-,  (A^AyA^Ä^Äg) and (A^A^AyÄ^I^) 

Hence (ApA^A^A^A,.) is a vertex adjacent to v . 

Similar arguments lead to the conclusion that either 

{A1,A27A^,A5,Ä5} or [ApA^A^A^Ag] ia the other vertex (beside v.) 

which is incident to the edge generated by (A. ,A3,A. ,A_). 

The same argument with respect to v., the edge generated by 

(Ä-^ÄgjÄ^Ä^ and vertices [k^k^k^k^kj ; (A^AyA^A^A^ j ik^k^k^l^k^) j 

{A1,A2,Ä1,ÄJ+,Ä5) in P1 implies that (A-jÄ-^Ä^Ä^ÄJ € Np(v0). Consider 

now -vertices (A1,A_,A. ,A-,Äc} and (A-^iIAQIAMA-), by Theorem ? in order 

not to have a path of length 3 Joining these two vertices the face of their 
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intersection must have the structure of Figure 2. But note in Figure 2 

that the three neighbors of v, have the property that no two are neighbors. 

This rules out the possibility that {ApA^Aj^Ac,!,.) is a vertex as it 

would lie in the face and would be a neighbor of {A.,k-,A^,k-fkJ. Hence 

if (iv) does not hold, (A^A^AyA^Ag) e H(v0). 

Let us now consider the face FCCApA^Aj^A^iL) n {A.jiL,A-JÄyAjJ) 

- FiiA.flL]).   It contains the non-empty ^-dimensional face 

F( (A-^AgjAyÄ^Äg) n {A^^^ljfkiJ) - F( ik^K^ty). ^ Theorem 5, 

under the assumption that (iv) does not hold, ¥{{k,,KJ))   must have the 

structure of Figure 2. Note that F((A^jL^Äg)) also lies in F^ n v.) 

and has 7 vertices (shown connected by heavy arcs in Figure 2). But all 

two dimensional faces with seven vertices of the abstract polytope given 

In Figure 2 have the property that one of its vertices is adjacent to v. 

In P' and thus analogously to {A.,iL,AL|A-,^) in FCU^iL)), but 

In fact none are,a contradiction. So (iv) must hold. n 

The last part of Theorem 3-(lv), for d > 6, will be proved 

via Theorems 6 and 7* 

Theorem 6. Let P € lp(2d,d) and let (v^v^Vg), (VQ,^) be two paths 

In P such that |vin v J » 1+J. Let W - N(v0) fl F^ fl v1); then if 

d > 6 and W > 2 there exists Vg € "(O and v' € IRv-) such that 

hi n v^l = i^. 
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Proof,   ^y relabeling let   yQ m C^...^)! v^ ■ (A^..»^^^!^; 

Define p' - r(v1 n yj. (ttus w - H(T0) n P
1); P" - P(V2 n Y^J 2 - N(v0) n P" 

and D^ « (v € Npt^Z)^ c v) (i - 2,...,d). übe proof of theorem 6 

obviously Is a result Of the following Lama [part (b4)]. 

Lemma. 

(a) U2,-... ; Üd partitions Np.<Z). 

(b) Either there exist Vg € ir(v0) and v^ e »(vJ such that 

|v^ n v^| =4 or: 

(bl) l^i = 0 for 1 «2;...,d-2 

(b2) |üd-1| - 1 

(^5) |Udl >d-U 

(bU) .|w| =1 for d > 6. 

Proof of the Lemma. 

(a) Since every vertex of P" contains A. and since every 

vertex of Npir(Z) contains exactly two non-barred symbols, obviously: 

d 
Np,.(Z) - U Ü,  and U. n U - ^   for i,J = 2, ... , d, 1 / J. 

(bl)   Assume   U. / 0   and   v' € Ü      for some   i , 2 < 1   < d-2, 
...     0 .     0 o-O- 

then   ik^ki jAyA^cv^.   Hence    |vg n v^| - h.   Moreover, v^ e Ilpii(Z) c ir(v0). 
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(bS) By Dieorem 1 there exists an A—avoiding path Joining v^ 

to f. In F". Since v. e Z and y~ / 2 this path must Intersect 

Npn(z). ühusi there exists a vertex vi e TLn{Z) <=. r{y )   vhlch dees not 

contain A. Implying at least one |&. ( / 0 for 1 ■ 2, ... # d-1 . So 

"hy (hi) either there exists rl e 8~(v0) such that Ivg ^ ^ol " ^ 0T 

IVll>0' 
Assume now that    |u. J >2   and let   v', v" € 0. ..   Since 

v'   and   Vg   hoth contain   A-, A. .   and   Ä.   we have    jv. n v. n Y«! »3. 

Furthermore   vi* v" e Mp..(2) c ir(vQ), so hy üheorem ^ there exists 

v2 € AV    miCh thftt elther    'Y2 n'2l " k   0r .lr2  nY2l * k' 
liam we conclude that either    !Ü. , I * 1   or there exists 1 d-l' 

v2 e ^V aild ^2 e ^^0^ 8UCh that 'V2 n ^s' " *• 

(bj) Suppose |z| ■ k. Note that k > 1 because v. e 2. 

ühe vertices of Z have the form (A-jA,, ...JL) - (A.), 1 c R, where 

R Is a subset of k Indices of (3; ... > d). 

By the second axiom of abstract polytopes the subset 

(ApÄp...,Äd) - il^k.),  (1 € R, J e {J, ... , d}, J / R) Is contained 

by two vertices of PH. Thus every vertex of Z gives rise to d-2-k 

distinct vertices In Np««(Z). therefore |Npn(2)| = k(d-2-k). Hence by 

(a), (bl) and (b2), either there exists yl € a{vQ)f  vi 6 s (v0) such 

that |v^ n v^i «1» or 

|Np„(Z)| - |Üd| + 1 - k(d-2-k) . 

übe last expression Implies that 
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0 < k < d-2        »ad       |ü,| > d-lt . 
'S     ■ .: 

(tit)   llnally let us assune thftt   d > 6   tod   |w| > 2   «ad 

let   vi € W   be distinct from   v..   Uhus   l^k^lj CT|.     By (bj) 

either there exists   v^ € H2(v0)   and   v^ c I2^)   sush that    IVgO t}| • ^ 

or    |ud| > dA > 2   for   d > 6.   Accordingly let   v^, v^ c Ü..   Since 

both   T'   and   v" contain   {A^^^,^)   we have   JY^ 0 v^ n Vgl - 3   «bich 

by Iheorem U Implies either   |v2 n v^l " ^   or   lv2. 0 ▼gl " ^' 1,hlch 

completes the proof of the Lemma. 

Iheorem 7;   d > 6, k = 2, k = 2   holds for Theorem 3, if there exist 

▼J, vj   c N(v0)   and   ^c N(v0)   such that    |v^ n vjn vj - 2. 

Proof.   Without loss of generality we can assume that 

v0 M ^Ai' *' ',Ad}i vl " ^1' * *' ^d-l'^l^, vi " ^Al' * * ,,Ad«2'Ad,*l' * 

^ » {A^Äj^,...,!^; v0 « {A^...,!^. 

We wish to show that if d > 6 then there exist vi € HICY.) 

and v^ € N|(V0) such that |v^ n v^| - k. 

Qy Iheorem 1 there exists an Ar-avoiding path from v. to v. 

in P' ■ F(v1 fl Vj^). This path Intersects Hpi(W) at, cay, v«. In this 

case VQI y,,  Vg, VQ, V^ satisfy the conditions of Iheorem 6. Moreover, 

|w| > 2 since v.,v! cw and d > 6 so that by Theorem 6 there exist 

v' c ^(v.) and v' € N|(vn) such that |v' n v'| - k. 
Pv'0' 2 " "Px'0 2 ' •2, 
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Proof of Bieorea 3 Bart (IT) for d ^ 6t ^jr aeorem 3 (Hi) 

Ve can wame the existence of paths (r^T^-Vg); (TQI^) such that 

|Y. fl v | - 1+J. Without loss of generality ve can assuse that 
i  j • • 

▼0 - ik^... ,Ad); y1 - [k^,, 1. yA^,^) j  Vg - {A^,.. »k^^l^l^)   •o* 

Let us define   P*, Pn, W, Z   and   fl±   (l-2M..,d)   as In the 

preceding Lemma     .   Since ve assume that   d > 6   ve have, by the Lemma 

.that    |Üd| > 2.   Let   Vg, v^ e Üd. 

If   |z| >2   then (considering the tvo vertices In   2   and   v.) 

(iv) holds by Theorem 7«   If   |z| « 1, then, necessarily   Y2, Vg   have the 

foxm: 

Vg « (A^A^^,...^^) - {K±)i     Vg ■ {A1,Ad,Ä1,...,X4_1) - (ÄJ 

for some   1, J : 3 < 1, J < d-1   snd   1 / J . 

Thus by Theorem k either (iv) holds or every vertex of 

W' ■ Np(v0) n ''(▼Q n v,)   (except   r^)   contains one symbol out of 

Ä^, A.   and  Äd.   But since   d > 6, jw'| > d-1 > 5.   Thus, at least tvo 

vertices of  W', say   v^, vj   are adjacent.   But then   |v| fl ▼? ^ T,! »2 

ahd (iv) holds by Oheorem ?• 

D 



• 

i 

Corollary 1. 

(i) A (Sd-*, d) < A (Sd-ft-1, d-1) + X, k - 0, 1 

(ii) ^(2d,d) < \{2ä-Tsi,  d-k) + k, k - 1, 2, 3, 1*. 

Proof: 

21. 

(l) follows from Iheorem 5-(i), (ll). 

• 

» 

(ll) followa from Theorem 3. 
D 

Note that since every simple polytope satisfies the axioms of 

an abstract polytope, Theorem 3 holds for simple polytopes and Corollary 1 

holds if one replaces   Aa(n,d)   by ^b(n,d)   (the maximum diameter of 

ordinary polytopes over all d-dimensional polytopes with   n   facets)* 

5.   Maximum diemeters of abstract polytopes and the Hirsch conjecture» 

Hirsch conjecture.   Corresponding to the Hirsch conjecture of polytopes, 

Dantzig [It-], is the conjecture for abstract polytopes that 

A (n,d) < n-d (d > 1, n > d+l) . 

Theorem 8 below is the analog of the results of Klee and Walkup [1] 

for abstract polytopes (except for A (n,3), n > 9) and is mainly based on 

Theorem 3, 
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Iheorem 8.   ttc Taluee of  ^(n/d)   for   d < 2   and for  n-d < 5   ar* given 

In the following table: 
>vssn-d 

d                >w 1 2 3 k 5 

& H 2 2 3 3 

5 
n n 3 3 4 

if N n » If 5 

d>5 ii n n w. 
5 

... A8,(n,2) - In/2] 

Table 1: Values of A (n,d) 

(übe double quote mark Indicates that each column Is constant from the main 
diagonal downwards.) 

Proof; As was pointed out In Section 3, A (n,d) > Afn^d). übus 

since Table 1 holds for ^(n^d) (Klee and Walkup [1]), It Is sufficient 

to show that the values In ühble 1 are upper bounds for A (njd). 

Let Pc^Cn^d). 

(a) 2d > n: By Theorem 2-(lv) each column of Table 1 Is constant fron the 

main diagonal downwards. 

(b) d = 2, n > k;   Since F Is a 2-dlmenslonal abstract polytopt, the number 

of vertices of P Is equal to the number of Its edges, therefore the graph 

of P forms a simple cycle with n vertices. Hence ^L(n,2) ■ [n/2j. 
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(c) n-d «3:   By (b) and Corollary 1, ^(6,3) » 3. 

(d) n-d mki 

(dl) n ■ 7:   If  T n ▼ / ^   for eveiy pair of rertlce«   v, T * P   then 

F(v n y)   is an (n'^d^-abstract polytope vith   n' < 6   and   d* < 2, 

Uhus, by (b) and (c), 6(P) < 3. 

Suppose now, that there exist   v, v € P   such that   v 0 r ■ 0. 

Let  UP- (v U v) «A   then by Theorem 1 there exists an A avoiding path 

between   v   and   v.   This path intersects   «(y), say at   y«.   Since 

every vertex in   «(v)   contains two symbols of  UP - v, v«   is necessarily 

adjacent to   v.   Hence   ä(7;5) < 3« 

(d2) n » 8:   By (dl) and Corollary 1, A (8,10 < k. a 
(e) n-fi » 5: 

(el) n « 8:   If   v n v ^   for all v, v e P   then   P1 - F(y n v)   is 

d'-dimensional face of   P   where   d' < 2   and   |uP - (v n ▼)! < 7» 

thus by (a) and (b), B(P) < 3. 

Suppose there exists   v, v e P   such that   v n v = 0.   Let 

UP = {A1,A2,A5lA^,A5;A6,A7,A8), v ■ {.^^A^]   and   v « (A1^,A5,A6). 

If   5(P) > k   then eveiy vertex in   N(y)   and   H(y)   contains 

either   A™   or   AQ   (otheivise a vertex in   N(y)   (or in   H(v))   and 

v   (or   v), both contain the same symbol which, by (ill) implies that 

5(P)< 10. 

Without loss of generality we can assume that 



and either 

■ ■ or 

KT) - {UyVyj (A^,^), (A^ÄyAg)) 

■ s 

I(T) - (U^A^)! U^y, UjiAg^)) 

H(T) - {{A^Aj,^)) lA^A6,A8)i (Aj^Ag)). 

la the* first ease the graph of   7((A-))   fonu a »1011116 cytle with 

at most 7 vertices while in the second case it forms a simple cycle with 

at most 6 vertices.   (Since in the second case   ?((Ag)) ■ 

UAVA5>A6), (AvA6,A8), {A5,A6,A8))   which implies that   1(1^)) n r({A6)) - ^.) 

In both eases   6(F) < k.   Hence, A (8,3) < h, 

(e2)   n - 9:   By (el) and Corollaiy 1, ^(9» < 5« 

(ej)   n ■ 10»    If   v 0 v / ^   for all   v, ▼ e P   then   F(v n v)   is an 

(n^d')-abstract polytope with   n* < 9   and   d1 < i^.   Therefore, 

by (e2), B(P) < 5.   Suppose, now, that there exist    v., v0   in   P 

such that   v. n y   ■ 0.   Without loss of generality we esn assume 

that   v0 - (A^AgjAyA^Aj), v0 - (A^Ag^j^^). Then by nieöreBi 3-(iv) 

8(P)^5. 

0 

* 
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